Thank you to all of you who have attended our COVID-19 Grand Rounds: Pearls from Your Colleagues panel discussions over these past five months. We especially thank our many panelists for lending their insights and expertise on the variety of COVID-19 issues we’ve covered. We are taking some time to rethink the schedule and plan future topics and will update you once these changes have been finalized. In the meantime, please keep up your wonderful work and be well!

Headlines:

News Reports

- [How COVID-19 Units Helped Nursing Homes Weather the Storm -- and How They Can Fight the Flu This Fall](#)
- ‘Devastating’: Provider shutters SNF to save assisted living, memory care business
- Senior living industry concerned as Nebraska drops mask and distancing mandates
- WHO chief: ‘Rethinking’ eldercare a must after nursing home COVID losses
- ‘Essential’ caregivers lobby for greater access to loved ones in nursing homes
- [Saliva-based antigen testing better than PCR nasal swab, researchers argue](#)
- Senior living must be priority for COVID-19 testing, vaccine; industry leaders
- CCRC partnership trains future geriatricians to treat growing aging population
Journal Articles

- Change in Donor Characteristics and Antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 in Donated Blood in the US, June-August 2020

Podcasts/Webinars

- COVID-19: CALTCM Weekly Rounds, September 21, 7:00 PM ET

AMDA’s COVID-19 Resources Page

Join the Conversation on AMDA’s Forum

Follow Us:  

Acknowledge the service and sacrifice made by PALTC professionals who have gone above and beyond during the COVID-19 pandemic by tagging them on Twitter and use #WeArePALTC.
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